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Abstract

We propose to render geometry using an image based representation. Geometric information is encoded by a texture with depth and rendered by rasterizing the bounding box geometry. For each resulting fragment, a shader computes the intersection of the corresponding ray with the geometry using pre-computed information to accelerate the computation. Our method is almost always artifact free even when zoomed in or at grazing angles. We integrate our algorithm with reverse perspective projection to represent a larger class of shapes. The extra texture requirement is small and the rendering cost is output sensitive, so our representation can be used to model many parts of a 3D scene.

CR Categories: I.3.1 [Raytracing]; I.3.1 [Color, shading, shadowing, and texture];

Keywords: heightfield, ray-tracing, GPU

1 Introduction

A large part of the budget in a game is dedicated to hire artists that will model visually appealing environments. This includes creating textures and shaders (appearance modelling) and populating the world with enough details (geometric modelling). The texturing and shading capacities of modern graphics cards allow for very complex appearances; there is virtually no limit other than creativity. On the other hand, artists must refrain from creating too detailed environments for current graphics cards. This results, even in the most recent games, in flat looking surfaces, polygonized silhouettes and noticeably “empty” environments. Several techniques have been proposed to overcome this limitation. Bump mapping[2] simulates the interaction of light with uneven surfaces, providing a feeling of relief, but has obvious errors at grazing angles. It is consequently limited to small scale relief. Another solution is to concentrate the available geometric budget onto nearby parts and use coarser level of details (LOD) for distant parts or barely visible objects[14]. Once again, this yields artifacts at oblique angles. For example, if distant buildings are rendered by “flattening” all architectural details into a texture-mapped cube, the viewer will see embossed parts such as window panes. View-dependent level of details address this problem but require data structures and algorithms that are too costly.

As an alternative to geometry, Image Based Rendering (IBR) uses reference “views” of parts of the model, either statically or dynamically generated, to synthetize the current views[10]. Most methods are intended for automatic replacement of distant parts and are not meant as a modelling tool. IBR can involve costly and non trivial pre-processing and, although very efficient results have been published[11], they these methods suffer from artifacts (disocclusion, flickering) or limitations (memory requirements, integration with standard geometry) that games cannot afford. Following that trend, recent works introduced the idea that geometric information can be stored not only with vertices and faces but also within textures either using transparency[5] or depth information[18,19].

2 Previous work

The observation that details are inefficiently represented by many small triangles has led to the use of displacement maps[4]. Points on a surface are moved along their normal by an amount specified by a texture that is mapped onto the surface. With the exception of terrain, displacement maps are typically used for adding small scale detail such as bumps.

To render displacement maps, the surface can be adaptively re-tessellated[16]. Another approach is to render a bounding volume and perform a ray intersection with the local height field over the base surface[9]. Wang et. al proposed precomputing of all such intersections by sampling the 5D space of rays[24]. The result is compressed and encoded in a way that allows real-time texturing of arbitrarily curved surfaces, with self-shadowing and complex lighting[25]. Even with compression, the method requires about 4 MB texture memory for a 128x128 pattern, so it is aimed at visualizing one object and cannot be applied to all surfaces of a large scene. Moreover, the method is intended for mesostructure rendering as the sampling process cannot capture large variations in the displacement. Kautz et al[13] uses slices the heightfield and uses alpha test to render each slices. Policarpo et al.[19] perform approximate ray/height field intersection using a binary search. The result is theoretically incorrect despite an initial phase to alleviate some of the problematic cases. In practice, the method works very well with visually appealing results and real-time performances for small to medium scale relief. It can also be used to compute better reflection and refractions than with simple environment mapping[22].

Instead of finding what part of the displaced surface is seen at a given pixel location, Oliveira et al.[18] determine where the elements of the displacement map should project on screen. Based on depth, they pre-war the texture for the current viewpoint and map the result to a bounding surface. This guarantees correct parallax effects, automatic hole filling with interpolation and proper filtering. The main drawback of pre-warping is that it is not output sensitive: whatever the screen space projection, the pre-warping traverses the whole texture.

Another alternative is parallax mapping[12], optionally with offset limiting[26], where texture coordinates are shifted based on the height to produce approximate parallax. The method is not exact but yields visually pleasing results for reliefs like bricks, rough surfaces, etc.

In several of these works, displacement maps are also extended to store more information than a single depth value. Policarpo et al. [19] uses dual-depth textures to to encode a front and a back surface displaced over a base patch. Oliveira et al. [18] use 6 relief texture on the face of a cube to render complex objects such as a statue. Parilov et al. [21] combines pre-warping with LDI so that they can represent objects with a higher depth complexity such as
trees.

3 Rendering algorithm

We start with a 3D model, place a bounding box around it and project the geometry on the bottom face to generate a texture with depth. Each texel stores a color and a normalized distance. We define normalized coordinates by mapping the bounding box to the unit cube of the projection.

Rendering is done by drawing the bounding box. For each fragment produced, we determine the ray from the eye to the corresponding point on the bounding box and we intersect it with the heightfield. For that we walk along the ray until it passes below the heightfield. The problem of ray-heightfield intersection has been well studied for terrain rendering and many solutions and optimization data structures have been proposed. The problem here is that the intersection must be computed in a fragment shader, which constrains our choice of data structures and algorithms. An increasing amount of work has also been dedicated to generic ray-tracing on GPU but there is no guarantee it will. In particular, the ray is sampled at the center of texels. Lines joining these centers are called centerlines, lines between texels are called borderlines. An important point is that the intersection of the heightfield with a plane perpendicular to the ground is guaranteed to be piecewise linear only if the plane aligns with a centerline. Otherwise, the intersection can indeed contain curved parts as shown on Fig. 1. This fixed steps has a fundamental flaw: it both misses potential information and performs redundant tests (Fig. 2 (a)). To find the correct intersection, we must consider all texels covered by the projection of the ray.

3.3 Rasterization-based intersection

The problem of identifying the intersection is actually that of rasterizing the projection of the ray in the texture. We found the simplest way to visit all texels is a 2D version of the algorithm proposed in [1]. The current position on the ray is parameterized by an abscissa \( t \). Starting from the entry point \( t = 0 \), we find the abscissae \( T.x \) and \( T.y \) of the next intersection with a horizontal or a vertical centerline (Fig. 2 (b)). We move \( t \) to the minimum value and then update \( T.x \) and \( T.y \). This update simply requires adding to \( T.x \) or \( T.y \) the difference of abscissae \( d.x \) or \( d.y \) between two consecutive intersections with horizontal and vertical borders. These \( d.x, d.y \) values are constant and are computed once before the loop.

This approach to walk the ray gives much better results (Fig. 11). Nevertheless, it is not exact. The problem is that we assume the heightfield varies linearly along the ray between two centerlines which is not the case as discussed in Section 3.1. Thus, we can miss intersections such as the one shown on Figure 3. The error incurred, however, is usually very small except for pathological heightfields. Apart from this problem, the approach performs the optimal number of texture lookups for arbitrary heightfields. The shader is simple and fast, but is not as fast as a binary search. The latter requires roughly \( \log n \) steps while the former takes \( n \) steps.

Another problem is that we must traverse all texels along the ray. This can be expensive if the ray traverses a large empty region before intersecting the heightfield. Thus, views at grazing angles with large textures have reduced performance.

3.4 Pre-computed robust binary search

The conclusion of the two previous sections is that the binary search is fast and texture independent, but the line rasterization is more accurate if the only information available is the heightfield. Thus we propose to analyze the heightfield in a preprocess step and to store extra information in the depth texture. Similar ideas has been proposed by Donnelly[6], who uses distance functions to accelerate the rendering of displacement maps.

We define the safety radius as a function \( r(x, y, \theta) \) which gives a lower bound on the distance to the second intersection, if any, for unblocked rays. In other word, unblocked rays can have at most one intersection with the heightfield in the neighborhood defined by \( r \) (Fig. 4).

The safety radius is used to find intersections in the following manner. Assume the current position along the ray is \( (x, y, z) \) and is above the heightfield. Instead of moving a fixed amount \( dt \), we advance an amount corresponding to \( r(x, y, \theta) \). By property

![Figure 3: A and B are above the heightfield which does not vary linearly along [AB]. Thus the rasterization-based approach will miss the intersection with the saddle shape.]

---

\( ^1 \)The heightfield can always be chosen to be 0 on its boundary so every ray entering the bounding box starts above the heightfield.

\( ^2 \)www.vterrain.org
Figure 2: (a) Walking a ray by taking fixed steps yields redundant lookups and missed feature, no matter the sampling rate, as can be seen by considering a ray arbitrarily close to a texel’s center (b) In Amanatides and Woo[1], the ray is walked from one centerline to the next; no texel is missed and the correct intersection is found.

Figure 4: The safety radius $r(x, y, \theta)$ indicates a region in which rays passing above pixel $(x, y)$ with direction $\theta$ can have at most one intersection with the heightfield.

of the safety radius, there can be at most one intersection between positions $t$ and $t + dt$. If the new position is above the heightfield, there is no intersection and we keep advancing. If it is below, there is exactly one intersection between $t$ and $t + dt$ and we run a binary search to find it. Figure 5 shows an example.

Figure 5: Example of robust binary search: from left, we walk along the ray of amounts corresponding to safety radii (green steps) as soon as we pass below the heightfield, we start a binary search (purple steps).

We encode a conservative discrete 2D version of the safety radius in a 2D texture. For a texel $(i, j)$, the safety radius is now a number of pixels $n$ such that any ray, whose projection crosses the centerlines within the texel, has at most one intersection with the heightfield within the $2n \times 2n$ square centered on $(i, j)$. As seen in Figure 6, this square is supported by centerlines.

Figure 6: Conservative safety radius. For texel $(i, j)$, the safety radius is 2 meaning any ray crossing the texel has at most one intersection with the heightfield in green square.

The intersection algorithm is as follows. We first determine if the ray is more horizontal than vertical by comparing $d_x$ and $d_y$ where $d$ is the direction of the ray. Suppose the ray is horizontal ($d_x > d_y$). We walk backwards on the ray to the first intersection with a vertical centerline. Then we fetch the safety radius $r$ for the corresponding texel. If it is non zero, we advance by $r$ vertical centerlines. We keep doing this until we pass below the heightfield at which point we run a binary search.

The case of zero radius is special. It occurs when the heightfield is locally non concave because we can always find a ray that has two intersections with the local peak (Fig. 7). The problem with zero radius is that we can no longer advance our position on the ray. There are two ways of dealing with this. The first one is to move “manually” to the next texel by performing up to two iterations of the exact algorithm. This solution yields exact computations but the code for the loop becomes more complex and there is a performance penalty. The other solution is to clamp the radius to 1. This

Figure 7: For texel A and B, the safety radius is 0 as we can clearly find rays intersecting the heightfield twice arbitrarily close to the texel’s centers. Setting a non zero radius will create incorrect silhouettes of size $\varepsilon$.
introduces an error along the silhouettes but we can bound the error. It is given by the local gradient of the heightfield as shown on Figure 7. We will give more details on this error in next section.

3.5 Computation of the safety radius

For a given texel, we need to consider all rays that pass above it. For each ray, we compute the distance to the second intersection with the heightfield and take the minimum of these distances. Note that we ignore rays that are blocked by the heightfield before they pass above the texel (Fig. 8). We heavily sample the directions of rays. For each direction, we compute the safety radius and keep the maximum over all directions. For a given direction, the problem is restricted to a 2D slice in which the safety radius is obtained by considering an extremal ray. It is the “most horizontal” ray that does not intersect the heightfield before the considered texel and which is tangent to the heightfield after the texel with the point of tangency at a minimal distance (Fig. 8). Clearly it is defined by the two points of tangency. We determine this ray by starting with the tangent at the considered texel and iteratively moving the two tangent points while maintaining the tangency. The algorithm is simple, fast and can be implemented on the GPU. Our implementation takes about 10s to compute the safety radii for a 128 × 128 heightfield.

Our approach is very close to that of [19]. We first describe the elements involved and analyse the problem of ray/heightfield intersection. We then describe our approach for fast accurate intersection.

4 Reverse perspective heightfields

In the previous section, we did not specify the projection used to flatten the geometry into a depth texture. The most natural projection is an orthogonal one, resulting in a heightfield that’s easier to understand. However, the algorithm does not actually place any constraint on the kind of projection used, as long as a ray in world space is transformed into a line. This can be used to increase the expressiveness of relief mapping.

If we try to replace a building with an orthogonally projected relief texture, we will not get any information about the facades. This is a well known problem with image based rendering: some information is not captured. Several methods have been proposed to address this problem[15]. Reverse perspective consists in shooting an image with an inverted frustum so that shortening of objects works the other way. In cubist textures, [8] proposed to use it to get textures that capture details on the sides of buildings. We incorporated their approach in relief mapping.

Instead of placing a bounding box around the geometry, the user manually defines a reverse frustum around the object and this frustum is used for projection (Fig. 9). The rendering algorithm is barely changed: instead of rendering the bounding cube, we render the frustum, and we pass the corresponding perspective projection matrix to the frustum to the shaders. This matrix is used to compute the normalized coordinates of fragments on the frustum, and of the eye. The remainder of the algorithm being expressed in the unit cube does not change.

4.1 Clipped frustum

Reverse perspective heightfields can replace more complex geometry. However, using it naively incurs a performance penalty. Indeed, the frustum is typically much larger than the bounding box, so more fragments are rasterized. But for many of these fragments, the corresponding ray does not actually intersect the geometry. This is very simply addressed by cutting the bounding box out of the frustum and rendering it with the appropriate normalized coordinates. This is done as a preprocess, does not change the shader at all, and brings the performance rates back to those of the orthogonal projection.

4.2 Multiple heightfields

Most objects are not globally representable as heightfields, but very often they can be quite faithfully represented by the combination of several heightfields. Oliveira et al. uses 6 relief textures mapped on a bounding box to replace objects like statues[19]. We use a similar approach with our reverse perspective heightfield except that we split a bounding cube in 6 perspective frustums.

4.3 Independent resolutions

The intersection search depends only on heights. Once it is found, color is obtained with a color-texture lookup. Depth and color tex-
tures can therefore have different resolutions. In practice, we use a larger resolution for color for rich visual appearance and smaller resolution for depth so that rendering is fast.

### 4.4 Interaction with the Z-buffer

Since we render the bounding box, the z-buffer contains the depth of fragments “on the bounding box”. Outputting the correct depth for the fragments is trivial as this depth is known during the ray walk. It just requires adding a line to the shader. In most cases, however, this is not necessary and even not desirable. Indeed, the problem a priori is that rendering the bounding box in the depth buffer would hide more things than what is actually hidden, because rays to a point on the bounding box are not necessarily blocked by the heightfield. Fortunately, modern GPUs allow us to discard fragments when no intersection is found. Thus our algorithm fills the z-buffer with an incorrect but conservative depth. If no object penetrates the heightfield’s bounding box, visibility will be correctly resolved. The advantage about not altering the depth within the fragment shader is that this is detected by the driver, which optimizes the pipeline and avoids evaluation of the shader for eventually hidden fragment. Thus, when the bounding box is partially occluded, we save computations for the hidden fragments.

### 5 Results and discussion

We implemented the different algorithms discussed in this paper using a GeForce 6800GT. Using distorted heightfields and higher resolution color texture results in renderings of surprisingly high fidelity (Fig. 11). Thus, as already foreseen in [18], relief textures can be used to replace complex geometry. For that statement to hold, we must evaluate the cost of that representation. Table 1 gives the rendering time for various models and texture resolution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mesh size, exact</th>
<th>robust binary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>terrain</td>
<td>800 Hz pixels</td>
<td>115 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64^2 pixels</td>
<td>105 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128^2 pixels</td>
<td>97 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>256^2 pixels</td>
<td>96 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grid</td>
<td>800 Hz pixels</td>
<td>102 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64^2 pixels</td>
<td>93 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128^2 pixels</td>
<td>79 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>256^2 pixels</td>
<td>73 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car</td>
<td>450 Hz pixels</td>
<td>110 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64^2 pixels</td>
<td>105 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128^2 pixels</td>
<td>98 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>256^2 pixels</td>
<td>90 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>camera</td>
<td>345 Hz</td>
<td>70 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64^2 pixels</td>
<td>72 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128^2 pixels</td>
<td>67 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>256^2 pixels</td>
<td>65 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van</td>
<td>350 Hz</td>
<td>104 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64^2 pixels</td>
<td>105 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128^2 pixels</td>
<td>98 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>256^2 pixels</td>
<td>96 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Framerates for the different approaches. The bounding box covers about 800 × 600 pixels and is viewed at 45°.

As expected, binary search is the fastest of the three methods, except for very low texture resolution (due to the fixed steps preceding the binary search but one would probably deactivate them for such resolutions). Moreover, its cost is directly proportional to the fill rate, but independent of the texture resolution. However, as shown on Figure 11, the result obtained is potentially incorrect. These artifacts are particularly noticeable when the model is moving.

Our proposed method alleviates this problem at the cost of slower rendering times. The exact rasterization is between 3 and 4 times slower for the viewing angle we chose. In our experiments, it is even slower for grazing angles, but faster for a front view. For rays almost perpendicular to the ground plane, the intersection with the heightfield is very close to the one with the plane, so it is found immediately. Thanks to shader’s early exit, our approach is faster than the binary search, which always performs the same number of operations. The key observation is that it is highly dependent on both the view angle and the texture resolution. The first dependency is unavoidable by the nature of our approach. The dependency on texture resolution is addressed by the robust binary search. When the resolution is doubled, the safety radius is also doubled and thus the number of iterations to find the intersection for a given ray remains the same, depending only on the shape of the heightfield underneath the ray (apart from a fixed cost to initialize the algorithm, which explains the small variations observed in Table 1).

The robust binary search is almost as fast as the binary search, has much fewer artifacts (Fig. 11), but is still not exact. As we saw, when the safety radius is zero, we set it to 1 to guarantee that the shader terminates, which potentially produces errors. The good point is that these errors are localized at silhouettes which makes them less noticeable. Moreover, this error is controllable and the user can trade quality for speed; allowing larger errors yields larger values of the safety radius which decreases the average number of iterations to find ray/heightfield intersections (Fig. 12).

The first observation of this timing analysis is that binary search should be used for small scale bump mapping as it is the fastest and produces no noticeable artifacts in that case. However, when larger geometry is used, the robust approach has better performance and visual quality.

The second observation, however, is that rendering the mesh is always faster for the examples we tested. This is due to several facts. First, we chose quite a large screen size (800 × 600) for viewing the heightfields so that we have enough dynamics to compare frametimes. In practice, our representation would rather be used for objects with a smaller screen size. In such cases, our examples are as fast as the mesh, and for facade models that we tested they even exhibit less aliasing artifacts (small triangles produce a lot of flickering that is naturally filtered by our image based rendering). One would argue that for distant models, simplified meshes could also be used, but the key point is that such meshes cannot capture parallax effects, especially at grazing angles.

The second reason is that the meshes we chose were not very detailed (about 8000 polygons). This is typically due to the fact that artists are trained to produce low polygon count models for real-time rendering. Our representation can actually capture details corresponding to the texture resolution. For a 256 × 256 texture, this would equal a 64K mesh which would render slower than our heightfield representation. Note that our rendering approach is not limited to replace meshes. It can be used directly as a modelling primitive, with the artist “painting” the height field in the spirit of [17]. The last reason is that current graphic cards are amazingly fast at processing vertices but still have limited performance for complex fragment shaders that employ branching and dependent texture lookups (which we use). However, manufacturers report that future improvements will be on the fragment processing speed rather than of vertex processing, increasing the competitiveness of heightfield rendering.

The cost of our representation is simply the texture storage. However, since meshes are typically textured too, we do not take into account the color texture. In heightfield representation, we
need to store a depth, a normal and a safety radius per texel, that is 5 floats. In comparison, a mesh of the same resolution requires 6 floats per vertex, 3 for the position and 3 for the normal\(^3\). Thus the ratio is of 5 to 6 in our favor. The depth and normal can be packed in a single RGBA texture. Thus a 128 × 128 heightfield requires 320K if a 32 bits-per-channel float texture is used. In practice, one would typically use a 8 bits-per-channel and the cost would be 80K. This could be reduced further through quantization of the normals [23] and/or the depth.

6 Conclusion and future work

We presented an analysis of how to efficiently render relief textures without artifacts on a modern GPU. We focused on GPU friendly methods that are both efficient and compact. That is, they do not use overly costly pre-computed acceleration structure or that do not fit well on the hardware. From that analysis, we designed a quasi exact approach which is sufficiently fast and produces visually appealing renderings of complex models. We showed, in particular, how to incorporate distorted heightfields to capture more complex shapes. Thus, relief textures can be used not only to render uneven surfaces but also to replace complete objects, for example in the context of level of detail. An important limitation of our method is that we do not handle geometric aliasing. Using mipmapping for the color texture can be a solution to avoid visual artifacts. However, mipmapping the heightfield is not a solution (simply averaging heights does not make sense). Furthermore, finding the intersection of a heightfield with a cone, instead of a ray, is not trivial.

In the future, we would like to investigate automatic analysis of geometrically modelled scenes to determine when geometry should be replaced by heightfields. For this representation to be fully integrated with classical representations, we must also study how to integrate it with shading techniques. For the moment, we perform simple phong shading using normal maps. Integration with shadow rendering and in particular self-shadowing must be investigated. Finally, we want investigate deferred shading to avoid the computation of ray-intersections for pixels that will be later on covered by another object.
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